Coatings with antibacterial activity also effective against specific viruses

In the portfolio of decorative foils we offer since long „AB“ versions. These products have an antibacterial effect thanks to specific silver ions.

- ALUDECOLUX® Butlerfinish SR AB
- ALUDECOLUX® Butlerfinish HA AB
- POLYDECOLUX® AB

External tests have now shown that our AB products are also effective against a virus from the coronavirus family: the feline coronavirus, strain Munich.

Testing to the BS ISO 21702:2019 standard showed a reduction of 90% in two hours. Even if not the novel virus SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) has been tested yet, the result against feline coronavirus, strain Munich, is a positive indicator of the antiviral efficacy of our surface solutions against the coronavirus family.

The viral efficacy testing provides our partners and clients with great confidence, that the FERON solution delivers ultimate protection from a wide range of microbes including two virus strains and are therefore a key addition to hygiene conscious environments, such as the healthcare sector.

Please always follow guidance given by relevant health authorities such as the NHS or WHO.

Please see also our flyer for antibacterial surfaces in the download area of our website.
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